A quantitative evaluation of the determinant proteins for S-1 responsiveness in a biopsy specimen assists in patient selection to neoadjuvant therapy in cases of advanced gastric cancer.
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) by 5-fluorouracil including S-1 is administered to advanced gastric cancer patients. However, the therapeutic benefit from this pre-operative treatment remains uncertain. The present study analyzed the expression of 5-fluorouracil related enzymes, TS, DPD and OPRT in 47 gastric cancer biopsy specimens using quantitative double-fluorescence immunohistochemistry (qDFIHC), which is a newly developed system to quantify protein expression. The study first determined whether the cancer heterogeneity within the sample influences evaluation by qDFIHC system. Thereafter, the expression values of the TS, DPD, OPRT and OPRT/TS, OPRT/DPD, OPRT/(TS+DPD) ratios were retrospectively correlated with the clinical or pathological response in the patients. The expression values of TS, DPD and OPRT at a single field were significantly correlated with mean of the values evaluated at three fields. Among the 6 candidate factors analyzed, OPRT, OPRT/TS, OPRT/DPD and OPRT/(TS+DPD) showed significant correlations with the clinical response in 47 patients. Cut-off values to differentiate the clinical response were determined in the four factors. OPRT/TS showed the strongest correlation with the clinical response. qDFIHC was able to quantify the TS, DPD and OPRT expressions in cancer biopsy specimens without being affected by the heterogeneity. Effective therapy using tailored S-1 NAC according to the OPRT/TS ratio is therefore expected in advanced gastric cancer patients.